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We introduce operators and laws of an algebra of formal languages, a subalgebra of
which corresponds to the algebra of (multiary) relations. This algebra is then used to
give a simplified semantics for finite and infinite streams, based on the ideal completion.
We show how some essential operations on streams and notions concerning correctness
are expressed and show the use of the underlying algebra in reasoning about streams.
Moreover, we give a simple treatment of non-determinacy. The approach is illustrated
with a formal description and correctness proof for the alternating bit protocol. This
study is part of an attempt to single out a framework for program development at a very
high level of discourse, close to informal reasoning but still with full formal precision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The transformational or calculational approach to program development has by now a
long tradition (see e.g. [8,16,3,25]). There one starts from a (possibly non-executable) spec-
ification and transforms it into a (hopefully efficient) program using semantics-preserving
rules. Many specifications and derivations, however, suffer from the use of lengthy, obscure
and unstructured expressions involving formulas from predicate calculus. This makes writ-
ing tedious and error-prone and reading difficult. Moreover, the lack of structure leads to
large search spaces for supporting tools.

The aim of modern algebraic approaches (see e.g. [24,4]) is to make program specifica-
tion and calculation more compact and perspicuous. They attempt to identify frequently
occurring patterns and to express them by operators satisfying strong algebraic properties.
This way the formulas involved become smaller and contain less repetition, which also
makes their writing safer and speeds up reading (once one is used to the operators). The
intention is to raise the level of discourse in formal specification and derivation as closely
as possible to that of informal reasoning, so that both formality and understandability are
obtained at the same time. In addition, the search spaces for machine assistance become
smaller, since the search can be directed by the combinations of occurring operators.

If one succeeds in finding equational laws, proof chains rather than complicated proof
trees result as another advantage. Moreover, frequently aggregations of quantifiers can be
packaged into operators; an equational law involving them usually combines a series of
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inference steps in pure predicate calculus into a single one.
The present paper reports on an attempt to carry over these ideas to the area of stream

processing as used in the description of concurrent systems (see e.g. [19,29,6,7]). We treat
streams and their associated characteristic operations within a suitable algebra of formal
languages [26] and show the use of the underlying algebra in reasoning about streams.
In particular, we give a formal description and correctness proof for the alternating bit
protocol.

The basic tool in our approach is the prefix order on words which are considered as
system traces. A trace language is directed w.r.t. this order iff it is totally ordered by it.
Therefore ideals, i.e., prefix closed directed sets of traces, are a suitable representation of
finite and infinite streams.

It is well known that the space of streams under the prefix ordering is isomorphic to
the ideal completion of the set of finite streams. Since, however, ideals are just particular
trace languages, we can use all operations on formal languages for their manipulation. A
large extent of this is covered by conventional regular algebra. Moreover, we can apply the
tools developed for quite different purposes in a number of papers on algebraic calculation
of graph, pointer and sorting algorithms (see [26,28] and the references there). Finally,
we do not need additional mechanisms for dealing with fairness; rather, fairness is made
explicit within the generating expressions for trace languages.

Using regular expressions rather than automata or transition systems gives consider-
able gain in conciseness and clarity, both in specification and calculation. While this has
long been known in the field of syntax analysis, most approaches to the specification of
concurrency stay with the fairly detailed level of automata, thus leading to cumbersome
and imperspicous expressions. Other approaches use logical formulas for describing sets of
traces; these, too, can become very involved. By extracting a few important concepts and
coming up with closed expressions for them one can express things in a more structured
and concise form. This is done here using regular and regular-like expressions with their
strong algebraic properties.

Another advantage of our approach is that we can do with simple set-theoretic notions
thus avoiding the overhead of domain theory and introduction of explicit ⊥-elements;
also we obtain a simple treatment of non-determinacy. Since we avoid domain theory, the
approach also is completely orthogonal w.r.t. nesting of data structures, i.e., it admits
streams of functions, streams of sets, sets of streams, streams of streams etc. without
problems.

2. A SIMPLE SODA MACHINE

As show the style of our approach and in order to better motivate the technicalities
to come we first give a number of examples with informal explanations. The precise
definitions will be given in later sections.

We start with the description of a simple soda machine. It accepts half dollars and
quarters and emits a can of soda after having received a half dollar’s worth in coins. Let
h and q denote the events of receiving a half dollar and a quarter, respectively, and c the
event of emitting a can of soda. Then the behaviour of that machine is described by the
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regular-like expression

((h ∪ q • q) • c)ω ,

where • is concatenation and ω denotes infinite repetition. Each expression of this kind
denotes a set of (finite or infinite) streams; in the case of the soda machine all these
streams are infinite.

In the above expression, the iterated subexpression (h ∪ q • q) • c states the following
safety properties: the customer must insert the correct amount of money and is not allowed
to insert further money before delivery of the can. The infinite repetition ω combines
safety and liveness aspects: it expresses the correct order of insert/deliver cycles, a safety
property, and expresses the temporal aspect of eventuality (see e.g. [15]): it guarantees
that after insertion of a sufficient amount of money eventually a can is delivered and the
machine is ready to accept further orders.

We prefer to leave states implicit as long as possible, since frequently regular expressions
are clearer and more concise than the corresponding descriptions by accepting automata
(Büchi automata in the case of infinite repetition, see e.g. [37]).

3. FAIRNESS

Other eventuality properties can already be expressed by Kleene’s finite repetition
operators ∗ and +. To exemplify this, we describe a scheduler for unboundedly fair
merging of input from two channels. It is modelled as an infinite stream over the alphabet
{0, 1}, where 0 denotes choice from the left and 1 choice from the right input channel
of the merge module. The fact that at least once there is a choice from the left followed
eventually by a choice from the right is expressed by the regular expression 0+ • 1. By
adding the symmetric requirement and, again infinite repetition to drive the single cycles,
we get the following description of the set of streams that model the behaviour of a fair
scheduler:

(0+ • 1 ∪ 1+ • 0)ω .

The “local eventuality” is here expressed by the finiteness of +, whereas the infinite
repetition ω again adds liveness and “global eventuality”.

Arbitrary (and hence possibiy non-fair) merge would be obtained by replacing this
scheduler by (0 ∪ 1)ω.

The reason why fairness does not cause problems in our approach is that fairness con-
straints are expressed using the star operation which has a simple recursive definition
using least fixpoints w.r.t. the inclusion ordering on sets of streams, whereas there are
continuity problems w.r.t. extensions of the prefix order to sets of streams. This is due
to the fact that the prefix order has operational traits and unbounded fairness is opera-
tionally not feasible, whereas the inclusion ordering is purely descriptive and hence does
not face this problem. It is adequate for proving properties of sets of streams; when it
comes to implementation, of course operationally feasible descendants have to be used.
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4. CHANNELS

Another aspect of fairness and eventuality is exhibited in the description of channels
as used in many protocol specifications. The channels are faulty, but fair in the sense
that after an unbounded but finite number of faulty transmissions they will at least once
transmit correctly.

We will describe their behaviour using streams of functions that model individual trans-
missions. Let id be the identity function which models correct transmission, fail the
function which transforms any message into an “error element”, and skip the function
transforming a message into empty output. Then a possibly corrupting but fair channel
is described by

cchan
def
= ([fail ]∗ • [id ])ω ,

a possibly lossy but fair channel by

lchan
def
= ([skip]∗ • [id ])ω

and a possibly lossy and corrupting but fair channel by

lchan
def
= (([skip] ∪ [fail ])∗ • [id ])ω .

The meaning of the square brackets will become clear later.

5. THE ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL

As an extended example we now give a description of a variant of the alternating bit pro-
tocol (for other formal treatments see e.g. [2,6,13,30,31,35]). Contrary to the approaches
mentioned, our framework tries to come up with special concepts which allow a formula-
tion of the problem in a direct way, close to informal terms, and without quantifiers. The
description should be immediately accessible to anyone having a basic understanding of
regular expressions.

The problem is as follows: a sender and a receiver are connected by two uni-directional
channels which are possibly corrupting but fair. To achieve proper delivery of messages,
sender and receiver employ control bits. Sending a new message starts a new cycle con-
trolled by bit b. To describe such a cycle we introduce the following names for communi-
cation streams:
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Let x be the message and b the control bit for the current cycle. We now give expressions
for the behaviours on the connection lines in the above diagram. α is the behaviour of the
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sender which consists in sending the pair [x • b] and repeating it until he receives not(b)
on η. This is described by

α ∈ [x • b] then ([x • b]ω until not(b) in η) .

The infinite repetition will be truncated to the appropriate (finite or infinite) number of
repetitions by the until construct, viz. to the length of the longest prefix of η that does
not contain the negated bit not(b); one proof obligation therefore is to show that this
prefix is finite, i.e., that not(b) indeed does occur in η.

The behaviour of the sender is transmitted via the faulty but fair channel cchan, i.e.,

β ∈ α into cchan .

The behaviour of the receiver is described by γ and δ. For composing her output she
ignores all messages not showing the correct control bit b and then accepts the message
and delivers its proper part. This is reflected by the definition

γ ∈ while(improper , skip, deliver)(β) .

Here, improper is the predicate characterising messages that are corrupted or do not
show the correct control bit b; it is the negation of the predicate proper used below that
characterises pairs [y • b] with the “right” control bit b. deliver extracts the message from
a message/control-bit pair.

The receiver repeats b until she obtains an acceptable message and then goes on to
repeat not(b) until she finds out that the sender has correctly received this bit. More
precisely,

δ ∈ ((bω until proper in β) then not(b)ω) until coproper in β .

The predicate coproper characterises pairs [y • not(b)].
The signals on δ are transmitted to the sender via another possibly corrupting but fair

channel, i.e.,

η ∈ δ into cchan .

We use cchan in a polymorphic sense here.
For the next cycle, b is flipped to not(b).
This concludes the description. In the following sections we shall develop a precise

semantics for the operations introduced and present algebraic laws about them which
then will be used in an algebraic verification of the protocol.

6. STREAMS

As mentionend in the introduction, we shall represent streams using sets of traces.
These are words over an alphabet of atomic actions.
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6.1. Prefix Order and Cones
We denote by A∗ the set of all finite words over an alphabet A. Then a (formal)

language V over A is a subset V ⊆ A∗. As customary in formal language theory, to save
parentheses a singleton language is identified with its only word and a word consisting
just of one letter is identified with that letter. By ε we denote the empty word over A,
whereas concatenation is denoted by •.

We call a word u a prefix of a word v and write u v v iff there is a word w such that
u • w = v, or, in other words, if v is an extension of u. It is well-known that this defines
a partial order on words which is even well-founded. Moreover, ε is the least element in
this order. The corresponding strict-order is denoted by < .

Frequently we need the set of all elements smaller than some element of a given set.
For arbitrary partially ordered set (M,≤) and N ⊆ M we define

N≤ def
= {x ∈ M : ∃ y ∈ N : x ≤ y} , N< def

= {x ∈ M : ∃ y ∈ N : x < y} ,

where < is the strict-order associated with ≤. Then the set of maximal elements of N is

max N
def
= N\N<. We call N a cone if it is downward closed, i.e., if it satisfies N≤ ⊆ N .

For a language U ⊆ A∗ then U< and Uv are the sets of proper and improper prefixes
of words in U ; a cone is a prefix-closed language. Every non-empty cone contains ε.

The prefix relation is extended to languages by setting U v V
def⇔ U ⊆ V v. So U v V

holds iff every word of U is a prefix of some word in V .
On cones v and ⊆ coincide; in particular, v is a partial order on cones. Since A∗ is

a cone and the intersection of cones is a cone again, the set of all cones forms a complete
lattice under inclusion. It is isomorphic to the angelic or Hoare power domain [33] over
(A∗, v ). However, we are not going to use that domain.

6.2. Ideals and Streams
An ideal is a directed cone, i.e., a cone I 6= ∅ where for any two elements u, v ∈ I

there is a w ∈ I with u v w and v v w. This can be characterised another way:

Lemma 6.1 I ⊆ A∗ is directed w.r.t. v iff I is totally ordered by v , i.e., iff for any
two elements u, v ∈ I we have u v v or v v u.

Thus, by prefix-closedness, an ideal is a set of words of increasing length “growing at
the right end”. This set may be finite or infinite. A simple example is, for a ∈ A, the
infinite ideal

a∗ = {ε, a, a • a, a • a • a, a • a • a • a, . . .} .

To tie this in with domain-theoretic notions we recall the ideal completion (cf. e.g.
[5,10]). An arbitrary ordered set (M,≤) is called ∆-complete iff every directed set D ⊆
M has a supremum (or least upper bound) t M . An element x of M is finite (compact)
iff for every directed set D ⊆ M with x ≤ tD we have also x ≤ z for some z ∈ D.
Equivalently, x is finite iff for every ideal I ⊆ M with x ≤ tI we have x ∈ I. (M,≤)
is algebraic iff every element of M is the supremum of a directed set of finite elements.
A non-finite element of an algebraic set is called a limit point or an infinite element.
With these notions one has
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Theorem 6.2 Let (N,≤) be an ordered set and I(N) be the set of ideals, i.e., the set of
directed cones, of N .
(1) The set (I(N), ⊆ ) ordered by set inclusion is ∆-complete and algebraic, the finite
elements being the ideals x≤ for x ∈ N . The mapping ι : x 7→ x≤ is an embedding of N
into I(N).
(2) For every monotonic mapping h : N → P into a ∆-complete set (P,≤) there is a
unique continuous mapping h : I(N) → P extending h, i.e., with h(x≤) = h(x). h is
given by h(I) = t h(I) for I ∈ I(N); hence h(D≤) = t h(D) for directed D ⊆ N .

The ordered set (I(N), ⊆ ) is called the ideal completion of N .

For the special case of words under the prefix ordering, we set A∞ def
= I(A∗) and call

the elements of A∞ streams over A. It should be noted that the finite elements of A∞

correspond to the elements of A∗; hence, for countable A, the set (A∞, ⊆ ) has a countable
basis of finite elements and therefore is countably algebraic. The length of stream S is
denoted by |S|; it coincides with its cardinality minus one.

To resume our previous example, the ideal

a∗ = {ε, a, a • a, a • a • a, a • a • a • a, . . .}

is the limit (supremum) of the set of finite ideals

{{ai : i ≤ n} : n ∈ IN}

corresponding to the v -increasing set

{an : n ∈ IN}

of finite words. It may thus be viewed as a representation of the infinite stream of as. This
observation is the main motivation for our approach; it allows us to work with infinite
streams by manipulating their sets of finite approximations, since in the ideal completion
each (finite or infinite) element is identified with the set of its finite approximations. This
allows carrying over all laws from the algebra of formal languages to streams. Of course,
the fact that the set of finite and infinite streams is isomorphic to the ideal completion of
the set of finite streams is well-known; what is new here is the direct calculation with the
ideals using the underlying algebra.

6.3. Representing Streams by Languages
We consider a non-empty language as describing traces of a system. The requirement

of non-emptiness reflects the view that every system has at least one possible behaviour
which may degenerate to the totally blocking behaviour ε. Each directed subset of such
a language can then be viewed as a set of initial fragments of some (finite or infinite)
stream. Therefore we define for non-empty language U the set of streams of U as

str U
def
= {Dv : D ⊆ U directed} .

A related notion occurs in [11]. A non-empty set of streams is called a behaviour.
Note that it would not be adequate to work with the cone Uv generated by U rather

than with str U . The reason is that by prefix-closure infinite substreams may “sneak”
into a cone although it results from a language of mutually v -incomparable words which
represent finite behaviours.
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Example 6.3 The language 0∗ • 1 represents a behaviour with arbitrarily long but finite
sequences of 0s terminated by the “explicit endmarker” 1. However, its prefix closure
(0∗ • 1)v contains the infinite ideal 0∗ representing an infinite stream of 0s.

Using König’s Lemma one can even show that for finite A every infinite cone contains
an infinite stream. The above definition of str omits these undesired streams.

In the sequel we shall only consider non-empty languages and interpret them as rep-
resentations for sets of streams according to the above definition of str. For languages
U, V ⊆ A∗ we have str U = str V iff U and V are cofinal, i.e., iff U ⊆ V v ∧ V ⊆ Uv.

6.4. Safety and Liveness
We have already informally discussed safety and liveness (see e.g. [22,1,12]). We want

to show how these notions can be expressed algebraically. Since in the ideal approach a
stream is identified with the set of all its finite prefixes, we can take as a formalisation of
properties simply subsets P ⊆ A∗. A stream S satisfies P iff S ∈ str P .

A property P is called a safety property iff the following two conditions hold:
(1) Whenever P is satisfied by some stream then it also holds for all prefixes of that
stream.
(2) If P holds for all elements of a v -ascending chain of streams then it also holds for
their supremum.
Since the supremum of a chain of finite streams is their union, i.e., the set of all words
that occur in some stream in the chain, in our terminology a safety property P simply
is a cone in (A∗, v ). Then a stream S satisfies P iff S ⊆ P .

A property Q ⊆ A∗ is called a liveness property iff every finite stream can be extended
into an infinite stream that satisfies Q. This implies that Q cannot have v -maximal
elements. Moreover, we must have A∗ v Q. It is not hard to show that the reverse
implication also holds. Therefore we call Q a liveness property iff max Q = ∅ ∧A∗ v Q.

Example 6.4 Consider U ⊆ A∗ and the set U∗ of all finite concatenations of words from
U . Then max U∗ = ∅ iff U contains a non-empty word. So in this case U∗ is a liveness
condition iff A∗ v U∗.

6.5. Finiteness and Termination
We have already seen in Example 6.3 how successful termination can be marked by an

explicit symbol. Let us show how a general mechanism for this can be set up and how it
relates to the prefix order. Assume that a 6∈ A is a new letter, the termination symbol
and define

A∗a def
= A∗ ∪ A∗ • a .

The words in A∗ are called unfinished, whereas the ones in A∗•a are called terminating.
The set A∗a is again ordered by the prefix relation. Note that all terminating words are

maximal w.r.t. v . Therefore any directed set containing a terminating word is finite. A
stream T ⊆ A∗a is terminating iff T ∩ A∗•a 6= ∅. Note that all terminating streams are
finite; they are the principal ideals wv generated by terminating words w. The streams
S ⊆ A∗, on the other hand, represent unfinished or infinite behaviours, depending on
whether they are finite or infinite.

In our examples we shall, however, not need this mechanism.
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7. OPERATIONS ON STREAMS

In generating trace languages we use recursion, but w.r.t the ⊆ -ordering on languages
and not w.r.t. the prefix ordering. We can therefore freely use operations that are not
v -monotonic as long as they are ⊆ -monotonic. A general mechanism for obtaining such
operations is described in the next section.

7.1. Pointwise Extension
We define many of our operations on sets first for single elements and extend them

pointwise to sets. We explain this mechanism for a unary operation; the extension to
multiary ones is straightforward.

Consider an operation mapping elements of some set M into some set N . Since we also
need partial operations, we choose P(N), the powerset of N , as the codomain for such
an operation. The operation will then return a singleton set consisting of the result, if
this is defined, and the empty set ∅ otherwise. Thus ∅ plays the role of the error “value”
⊥ in denotational semantics. Consider now such an operation f : M → P(N). Then
the pointwise extension of f is denoted by the same symbol, has the functionality

f : P(M) → P(N) and is defined by f(L)
def
=

⋃
x∈L

f(x) for L ⊆ M . By this definition,

the pointwise extension distributes through union:

f(∪L) = ∪{f(L) : L ∈ L}

for L ⊆ P(M). By taking L = ∅ we obtain f(∅) = ∅. i.e., strictness of the pointwise
extension with respect to ∅. Moreover, taking L = {K, L} and using the equivalence
K ⊆ L ⇔ K ∪ L = L, we also obtain monotonicity with respect to ⊆ .

Finally, linear equational laws for f , i.e., laws in which each side has exactly one oc-
currence of every variable, are inherited by the pointwise extension (see e.g. [17,23]). If f
is total, i.e., if f(x) 6= ∅ for all x ∈ M then linearity can be relaxed into requiring that
every variable occurs at most once on each side of the equation.

7.2. Star and Plus
Two basic generation methods for trace languages are forming the regular star and plus

of another language U ⊆ A∗. They are defined by

U∗ def
= µ X . ε ∪ U •X , U+ def

= µ X . U ∪ U •X .

Here, • is the pointwise extension of concatenation to languages (also known as complex
product) and µ is the least fixpoint operator, the application of which is justified by
the Knaster-Tarski fixpoint theorem [21,36] and ⊆ -monotonicity of pointwise extensions.
Using ⊆ -continuity of pointwise extensions we can also represent these operations by
Kleene’s approximation sequence [20] as

U∗ =
⋃

j∈IN

U j , U+ =
⋃

j∈IN\0
U j ,

where, as usual, U0 def
= ε and U i+1 def

= U • U i.
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For ε 6∈ U these fixpoints are even unique. Hence we have the proof rules (the first of
which is also known as Arden’s Rule)

U ∩ ε = ∅, X = V ∪ U •X
X = U∗ • V

U ∩ ε = ∅, X = U ∪ U •X
X = U+ (1)

which frequently allow avoiding fixpoint induction. Note that they are only valid as long
as we consider finite words. For infinite words, i.e., streams, the situation will be different.

7.3. Infinite Repetition
Using the operations ∗ and str we can also define the infinite repetition of words from

a language U ⊆ A∗ as

Uω def
= max str U∗ .

The streams in str U∗ correspond to finite and infinite sequences that result from con-
catenating arbitrary elements of U . The operation max then selects the prefix-maximal
ones of these; if ε 6∈ U these are precisely the infinite words resulting from repeatedly
concatenating words from U . In particular, for a ∈ A we have

aω = {a∗} . (2)

7.4. Sequential Composition in Time
We want to model sequencing of behaviours by a concatenation operation on streams

which then is extended pointwise to behaviours. For streams S and T we define their
concatenation by

S then T
def
= S ∪ (max S) • T .

Let us explain this definition. If S is finite then max S is a singleton. This part of the overall
behaviour then is prefixed to all traces in T to represent the concatenated behaviour. If
S is infinite then max S = ∅ and hence S then T = S, as is intuitively expected.

It is straightforward to show that S then T is indeed a stream. A few relevant laws are

ε then T = T ,

S then ε = S ,

S then T = S ⇐ max S = ∅ ,

S then (T then U) = (S then T ) then U ,

max (S then T ) = (max S) • (max T ) .

As a shorthand notation we shall also allow words as first argument of then . This is
made precise by setting

u then T
def
= uv then T = uv ∪ u • T .

We have

(u • v) then T = u then (v then T ) . (3)

As mentioned, then is extended pointwise to behaviours and, in the case of the above
shorthand, to languages. We then have the following recursive characterisation of the
infinite repetition operator ω:
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Theorem 7.1 Suppose U ⊆ A∗.
(1) Uω = U then Uω.
(2) If U ∩ ε = ∅ then Uω is the ⊆ -greatest behaviour X satisfying X = U thenX , the
least one being ∅.

Hence our order-theoretic definition of infinite repetition fits in well with concepts known
from the theory of languages with infinite words (see e.g. [34]).

7.5. Zipping, Apply-to-All and Filtering
Next, we lift operations on letters to streams. Suppose that

f : A× · · · × A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

→ P(A∗)\{∅}

is a total operation. Its extension to words is the zipping operator

zip(f) : A∗ × · · · × A∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

→ P(A∗)\{∅} ,

well-known from functional programming. It is defined inductively for aj ∈ A, ul ∈ A∗ by

zip(f)(u1, . . . , ui−1, ε, ui+1, . . . , un)
def
= ε ,

zip(f)(a1 • u1, . . . , an • un)
def
= f(a1, . . . , an) • zip(f)(u1, . . . , un) .

So zipping connects the letters in corresponding positions in the argument words (counting
from the left) by f ; the length of the result word is that of the shortest argument:

|zip(f)(u1, . . . , un)| = min{|u1|, . . . , |un|} . (4)

For the case of a unary operation f : A → P(A∗)\{∅} the extension zip(f) corresponds
to apply-to-all.

Filtering by a predicate is a special case of apply-to-all. A predicate is represented as

a subset B ⊆ A. We define B� : A → A∗ by B � a
def
= if a ∈ B then a else ε fi. Then

zip(B�) is a B-filter for trace languages.

7.6. Relations, Join and Composition
So far, we have only dealt with functions on letters and words. To deal with non-

determinacy, we now also consider (transition) relations. In our framework of formal
languages, a relation of arity n is a language R ⊆ A∗ such that all words in R have
length n. In particular, the empty language ∅ is a relation of any arity.

Basic operations in connection with relations are join and composition; they provide two
different ways of “glueing” two words together upon a one-letter overlap: join preserves
one copy of the overlap, whereas composition erases it. For words s and t over alphabet
A we therefore define their join s 1 t and their composition s ; t inductively by

ε 1 ε = ε ,
(s • a) 1 ε = ∅ = ε 1 (b • t) ,

ε ; s = ∅ = s ; ε ,

and, for s, t ∈ A∗ and a, b ∈ A, by

(s • a) 1 (b • t)
def
=

{
s • a • t if a = b,
∅ otherwise,

(s • a) ; (b • t)
def
=

{
s • t if a = b,
∅ otherwise.
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The definitions have been slightly modified relative to earlier papers by the present author,
mainly to have a neutral element w.r.t. join, viz.

(ε ∪ A) 1 V = V = V 1 (ε ∪ A) . (5)

Join and composition are extended pointwise to languages. On relations, the join is a
special case of the one used in data base theory. On binary relations, composition coincides
with usual relational composition (see e.g. [32]). Join and composition associate nicely
with each other and with concatenation (cf. [26]); we shall omit parentheses accordingly.
To save further parentheses we use the convention that •, 1 and ; bind stronger than all
set-theoretic operations.

Interesting special cases arise when one of the operands of join or composition is a
relation of arity 1. Suppose R ⊆ A. Then

R 1 S = {a • u : a ∈ R ∧ a • u ∈ S} , R ; S = {u : a ∈ R ∧ a • u ∈ S} .

In other words, R 1 S selects all words in S that start with a letter in R, whereas R ;S not
only selects all those words but also removes their first letters. Therefore, if S is binary,
R 1 S is the restriction of S to R, whereas R ; S is the image of R under S. Likewise, if
T ⊆ A then S 1 T selects all words in S that end with a letter in T , whereas S ; T not
only selects all those words but also removes their last letters. Therefore, if S is binary,
S 1 T is the corestriction of S to T , whereas S ; T is the inverse image of T under S.

For later use we note, for a ∈ A,

a∗ = ε ∪ a ∪ a • a 1 a∗ , (6)

which follows directly from the fixpoint property of A∗.

7.7. Quoting and Higher Order Languages
We have made no assumptions whatsoever about our basic alphabet A. Therefore we

can take as elements of A for instance languages over some other alphabet B. In doing so,
we need some means for encapsulating these so that the pointwise extended operations
do not “look inside” them via distributivity. We denote the encapsulation of language
U ⊆ B∗ to a letter in A by [U ]. This mechanism is analogous to the QUOTE of LISP and
similar to the one employed in Hehner’s theory of bunches and sets [18]. The corresponding
unquote operation is denoted by

√
:√

[U ]
def
= U .

Quoting can also be used to group several letters into a tuple; e.g., the pair consisting of
letters a and b is formed by the operation

pair(a, b)
def
= [a • b] ,

which is extended pointwise to languages.
Since relations are special languages, we can also consider streams or cones with lan-

guages, in particular, with relations, as primitive elements. For a simple example choose
A = IN and consider the infinite repetition [succ]ω of the successor relation which models
an agent with infinite constant behaviour. However, the main application will be the de-
scription of time variant behaviour. As an example consider ([id ]• [succ])ω which describes
an agent with alternating infinite behaviour.
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7.8. Sequential Composition in Space
Of particular importance is zipping using the composition operator ; in connection with

unquoting. This allows feeding a stream of arguments into a stream of relations to obtain
a stream of results, or composing two streams of relations.

Since this occurs frequently we introduce special operators by setting for streams R,U
of elements of A and S, T of binary relations

R into S
def
= zip( ;

√
)(R,S) ,

S orig U
def
= zip(

√
; )(S, U) ,

S comp T
def
= zip([

√
;
√

]) .

For instance,

0ω into [succ]ω = zip( ;
√

)(0ω, [succ]ω) = (0 ; succ)ω = 1ω .

Likewise,

[succ]ω orig 1ω = 0ω .

So into and orig are liftings of the image and inverse image operations. In particular,

U ∈ R into S ⇔ R ∈ S orig U . (7)

From the general properties of zipping we obtain laws for feeding arguments into the
faulty channel from Section 4. First we have to give the definition of the function fail .

Assume a distinguished error element e ∈ A. Then fail
def
= A • e, considered as a set of

argument/value pairs, is the constant error function mapping all letters to e. Likewise,

id
def
= {a • a : a ∈ A} is the identity function. For cchan = ([fail ]∗ • [id ])ω we have then

aω into cchan = (e∗ • a)ω , (8)

(S then T ) into cchan = (S into arbchan) then (T into cchan) ⇐ |S| < ∞ , (9)

where

arbchan
def
= ([fail ] ∪ [id ])ω

is the possibly corrupting but unfair channel.

7.9. Loops
Many behaviours are repetitive. Therefore we want to give analogues to loop constructs

from imperative programming. We start with a while-loop. To this end we consider a
unary relation C ⊆ A representing the condition for looping, and two functions F : A →
P(A∗)\{∅} and G : A∗\ε → P(A∗)\{∅} representing the loop body and the continuation

after loop termination. Then the operation while
def
= while(C, F,G) is defined inductively

on words by

while(ε)
def
= ε ,

while(a • u)
def
= if a ∈ C then F (a) • while(u) else G(a • u) fi (a ∈ A, u ∈ A∗) .
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Once more, this is extended pointwise to languages.
In using while one frequently needs constant functions F or G. Therefore we introduce

an operator const that lifts a language to a constant function on letters. For ∅ 6= U ⊆ A∗

we thus define const(U) : A∗ → P(A∗)\{∅} by const(U)(u)
def
= U for u ∈ A∗.

A straightforward induction shows

while(C, const(U), const(V ))(W ) ⊆ U∗ ∪ U∗ • V , (10)

while(C, F,G)(U∗ • V •W ) = F (U)∗ •G(V •W ) (11)

⇐ U ⊆ C ∧ V ⊆ A\C .

For a convenient description of waiting situations we use the operation until . It takes
an arbitrary language U ⊆ A∗, a predicate C ⊆ A and a controlling language V ⊆ A∗

and returns the prefixes of U that correspond to maximal prefixes of V in (A\C)∗. So
U until C in V behaves like U until an element of C emerges in V . until resembles the
operation assoonas in Lucid [38]. The precise definition reads

U until C in V
def
= while(pair(A, A\C), π1, const(ε))(zip(pair)(U, V )) ,

where π1 is the first projection. From this the following inductive properties are easily
derived:

s until C in ε = ε ,

ε until C in t = ε ,

(a • s) until C in (b • t) = if b ∈ C then ε else a • (s until C in t) fi .

Moreover, we have

s until C in t = |t| : s ⇐ t ∈ (A\C)∞ , (12)

s until ∅ in t = |t| : s ,

where k : s is the prefix of s of length k and s itself if k ≥ |s|. So s until C in t is the prefix
of s of the length of the maximal prefix of t that doesn’t contain an element of C. In
particular the following properties hold:

U until C in V ⊆ Uv ,

U until C in V ω = U ⇐ ∅ 6= V ⊆ A\C .

Finally, into can be shifted into until :

(U until C in V ) into S = (U into S) until C in V . (13)

8. VERIFICATION OF THE ALTERNATING BIT PROTOCOL

We have now given precise definitions for the operations used in our description of the
alternating bit protocol in Section 5. We repeat this description and fill in the missing
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details:

α ∈ [x • b] then ([x • b]ω until not(b) in η) , (14)

β ∈ α into cchan ,

γ ∈ while(improper , skip, deliver)(β) ,

δ ∈ ((bω until proper in β) then not(b)ω) until coproper in β ,

η ∈ δ into cchan .

Here, we have used the following auxiliaries (where D is A orpair(A, A) and e ∈ D is a
distinguished error value):

cchan
def
= ([fail ]∗ • [id ])ω ,

fail
def
= D • e ,

id
def
= {d • d : d ∈ D},

proper
def
= pair(A, b) ,

coproper
def
= pair(A, not(b)) ,

improper
def
= pair(A, A)\proper ,

skip(y)
def
= ε ,

π1([y • b])
def
= y ,

π1(e)
def
= e ,

deliver(y • u)
def
= π1(y) .

We use e, cchan etc. in a polymorphic sense here.
The proof obligations are the following:

1. show that α, β, γ, δ, η are finite;

2. show that γ = xv.

Assume that α is infinite, i.e., α ∈ [x • b]ω. Then by (8,9),

β ∈ (e∗ • [x • b])ω ,

δ ∈ b∗ then not(b)ω

and

η

∈ {[ by (12,13) ]}
(e ∪ b)∗ then (e∗ • not(b))ω

= {[ by Theorem 7.1(1) and (3) ]}
((e ∪ b)∗ • e∗ • not(b)) then (e∗ • not(b))ω ,

so that not(b) occurs in η. But then by (14,12) α is finite, a contradiction.
So α is finite. Since by (4)

|η| = |δ| = |β| = |α| ,

the first proof obligation is discharged.
From the finiteness of α it also follows that we must have

η ∈ ((e ∪ b)∗ • not(b)) thenS (15)

for some behaviour S. Using this, the second proof obligation can be shown by a simple
backward substitution using (15) and (7).

This conludes the correctness proof of the cycle. The full protocol would now be de-
scribed by adding an outer loop that drives the cycles. We omit this, since it would not
add any new aspects.
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9. STREAMS GENERATED BY TRANSITION RELATIONS

We now study in more detail the iterated join of a binary relation with itself; this
will describe transition paths. Unbounded repetition of this operation therefore leads to
infinite streams.

9.1. The Path Closure
Consider a binary relation R ⊆ A•A. This can be thought of as modelling a transition

graph where A is the set of states and the edges in R describe the possible one-step
transitions. Then

R 1 R = {a • b • c : a • b ∈ R ∧ b • c ∈ R} .

Thus, the relation R 1 R consists of exactly those paths a• b• c which result from glueing
two edges together at a common intermediate node. Iterating this observation shows that
the relations

R, R 1 R, R 1 (R 1 R), . . .

consist of transition paths with exactly 1, 2, 3, . . . edges. Therefore we define the path
closure R; by

R; def
= µ X . ε ∪ A ∪ R 1 X .

Using continuity we can also represent R; by Kleene’s approximation sequence as

R; def
=

⋃
i∈IN

iR ,

where 0R
def
= ε ∪ A and i+1R

def
= R 1 iR.

The path closure consists of all finite paths in the transition graph associated with R,
including the trivial ones with zero or one nodes. Infinite paths are represented by infinite
ideals of finite paths.

The analogous closure w.r.t. composition instead of join yields the reflexive transitive
closure R∗ of R. A uniform treatment of these closure operations together with ∗ on
languages is possible within the framework of Kleene algebras (see [9]). An account of
this can be found in [26]. The path closure is moreover used in [27] in the derivation of
sorting algorithms.

Lemma 9.1 R; is the unique solution of the recursion equations

R; = ε ∪ A ∪ R 1 R; = ε ∪ A ∪ R; 1 R .

Hence we have the following proof rules which are analogous to Arden’s rule (1):

X = V ∪ R 1 X
X = R; 1 V

X = V ∪ X 1 R
X = V 1 R; (16)

for X, V ⊆ A∗ and R ⊆ A • A. Again these rules frequently allow avoiding fixpoint
inductions.
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It should be noted that our definitions of closures also apply to relations of higher arity.
Hence one could use them on a representation of directed graphs with labelled edges by
ternary relations R ⊆ V • L • V where V is the set of nodes and L is the set of edge
labels. Then R1 is the set of all words x1 • l1 • x2 • l2 • · · · • xn • ln • xn+1 with xi ∈ V
and li ∈ L such that x1 • x2 • · · · • xn • xn+1 is a path in the graph and l1 • l2 • · · · • ln
is the corresponding sequence of edge labels. By contrast, R∗ is the set of all sequences
x • l1 • l2 • · · · • ln • y with x, y ∈ V and li ∈ L such that there is a path in the graph
from x to y and l1 • l2 • · · · • ln is the sequence of edge labels on that path. This allows an
analogous treatment of labeled transitions systems.

By construction R; is a cone in A∗. So if we again view R as a transition relation, R;

is the union of all streams of states generated by R. For a given state a then str (a 1 R;)
is the set of all those streams that start with a.

Lemma 9.2 a 1 R; is directed for all a ∈ A iff R is deterministic.

Corollary 9.3 For deterministic R we have str (a 1 R;) = {(a 1 R;)v}.

To give two simple examples, we assume that A = IN and consider the binary identity
relation id and successor relation succ on A. Both relations are deterministic. Hence for
n ∈ IN the language n 1 id; represents the infinite constant stream of ns, whereas
n 1 succ; represents the infinite stream of natural numbers from n on in ascending
order.

Most interesting are binary generating relations R whose codomain cod R is non-empty
and included in their domain dom R, since then all paths can be extended to infinite ones.
These properties are e.g. satisfied by total relations.

Finally, if |s| = |u| ∧ s 1 t 6= ∅ 6= u 1 v, then

zip(f)(s 1 t, u 1 v) = zip(f)(s, u) 1 zip(f)(t, v) . (17)

9.2. A Sample Transformation
As a second extended example of calculating with trace languages we consider the

composition of a generator with a constant stream of relations, viz. R; into [S]ω for binary
relations R,S ⊆ A • A such that ∅ 6= cod R ⊆ dom R. We calculate

R; into [S]ω

= {[ fixpoint property of ; and (6) ]}
(ε ∪ A ∪ R 1 R;) into (ε ∪ [S] ∪ [S] • [S] 1 [S]ω)

= {[ distributivity and definition of into ]}
ε ∪ A ; S ∪ (R 1 R;) into ([S] • [S] 1 [S]ω)))

= {[ by (17) and assumption on R ]}
ε ∪ A ; S ∪ (R into ([S] • [S])) 1 (R; into [S]ω)

= {[ relational algebra, with S−1 denoting the converse of S ]}
ε ∪ A ; S ∪ (S−1 ; R ; S) 1 (R; into [S]ω) .
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So R; into [S]ω satisfies the equation

X = ε ∪ A ; S ∪ (S−1 ; R ; S) 1 X

and by our proof rule (16) we may conclude

R; into [S]ω = (S−1 ; R ; S); 1 (ε ∪ A ; S) .

By the definition of join this simplifies to

R; into [S]ω = ε ∪ (S−1 ; R ; S); 1 (A ; S) .

If we can find some relation T with R ; S = S ; T and, moreover, S is a total map, i.e.,
satisfies S−1 ; S = id , we obtain the still simpler form

R; into [S]ω = ε ∪ T; 1 (A ; S) .

If additionally S is surjective so that A ;S = A we obtain by (5) and the fixpoint property
of the path closure

R; into [S]ω = T; .

As a first example consider again A = IN with R
def
= succ and S

def
= double. We may

choose T = succ ; succ and obtain

succ; into [double]ω = ε ∪ (succ ; succ); 1 (IN ; double) ;

this is the set of all sequences in which adjacent elements differ by two and which, when
non-empty, end (and therefore start) in an even number.

In a second example we choose R
def
= double and S

def
= succ−1 ∪ 0 • 0, so that S

is the totalised predecessor relation. The above condition is satisfied by T = (IN\0) 1

double ; succ ∪ 0 • 0, which is double ; succ resticted to IN\0 and extended by the pair
0 • 0. Hence

double; into [S]ω = ((IN\0) 1 double ; succ ∪ 0 • 0); .

So, for n > 0, first generating natural numbers from n by successive doubling and then
calculating the predecessors of all these numbers can be replaced by repeated doubling
and successor starting from n− 1.

10. CONCLUSION

We have shown how to model the basic notions around streams in a semantically simple
and yet algebraically convenient way. The use of regular algebra leads to expressions which
are concise but at the same time close to intuition, so that throughout the calculations one
easily sees what is going on. The goal of further research along these lines is finding other
frequently occurring patterns in the description of concurrent systems and to explore their
algebraic properties.
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